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Topic 1, Exam Pool A

A company is implementing a shared storage solution for a media application that is hosted
m the AWS Cloud The company needs the ability to use SMB clients to access data The
solution must he fully managed.
 
Which AWS solution meets these requirements?
 
 
A. Create an AWS Storage Gateway volume gateway. Create a file share that uses the
required client protocol Connect the application server to the file share. 
B. Create an AWS Storage Gateway tape gateway Configure (apes to use Amazon S3
Connect the application server lo the tape gateway 
C. Create an Amazon EC2 Windows instance Install and configure a Windows file share
role on the instance. Connect the application server to the file share. 
D. Create an Amazon FSx for Windows File Server tile system Attach the fie system to the
origin server. Connect the application server to the file system 
 

Answer: D

Explanation:  

https://aws.amazon.com/fsx/lustre/ 

 

 

Amazon FSx has native support for Windows file system features and for the industry-

standard Server Message Block (SMB) protocol to access file storage over a network.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/fsx/latest/WindowsGuide/what-is.html 

 

 

 

 
 
A company is storing sensitive user information in an Amazon S3 bucket The company
wants to provide secure access to this bucket from the application tier running on Ama2on
EC2 instances inside a VPC.
 
Which combination of steps should a solutions architect take to accomplish this? (Select
TWO.)
 
 
A. Configure a VPC gateway endpoint for Amazon S3 within the VPC 
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B. Create a bucket policy to make the objects to the S3 bucket public 
C. Create a bucket policy that limits access to only the application tier running in the VPC 
D. Create an IAM user with an S3 access policy and copy the IAM credentials to the EC2
instance 
E. Create a NAT instance and have the EC2 instances use the NAT instance to access the
S3 bucket 
 

Answer: A,C

Explanation: https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/s3-private-

connection-no-authentication/ 

 

 

 

 
An Amazon EC2 administrator created the following policy associated with an IAM group
containing several users
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What is the effect of this policy?
 
A. Users can terminate an EC2 instance in any AWS Region except us-east-1. 
B. Users can terminate an EC2 instance with the IP address 10 100 100 1 in the us-east-1
Region 
C. Users can terminate an EC2 instance in the us-east-1 Region when the user's source IP
is 10.100.100.254. 
D. Users cannot terminate an EC2 instance in the us-east-1 Region when the user's source
IP is 10.100 100 254 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: as the policy prevents anyone from doing any EC2 action on any region

except us-east-1 and allows only users with source ip 10.100.100.0/24 to terminate

instances. So user with source ip 10.100.100.254 can terminate instances in us-east-1

region. 

 

 

 

An image-processing company has a web application that users use to upload images. The
application uploads the images into an Amazon S3 bucket. The company has set up S3
event notifications to publish the object creation events to an Amazon Simple Queue
Service (Amazon SQS) standard queue. The SQS queue serves as the event source for an
AWS Lambda function that processes the images and sends the results to users through
email.
 
 
Users report that they are receiving multiple email messages for every uploaded image. A
solutions architect determines that SQS messages are invoking the Lambda function more
than once, resulting in multiple email messages.
 
 
What should the solutions architect do to resolve this issue with the LEAST operational
overhead?
 
 
A. Set up long polling in the SQS queue by increasing the ReceiveMessage wait time to 30
seconds. 
B. Change the SQS standard queue to an SQS FIFO queue. Use the message
deduplication ID to discard duplicate messages. 
C. Increase the visibility timeout in the SQS queue to a value that is greater than the total of
the function timeout and the batch window timeout. 
D. Modify the Lambda function to delete each message from the SQS queue immediately
after the message is read before processing. 

Question No : 4  - (Topic 1)
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Answer: C

 

 

 
A company is migrating applications to AWS. The applications are deployed in different
accounts. The company manages the accounts centrally by using AWS Organizations. The
company's security team needs a single sign-on (SSO) solution across all the company's
accounts. The company must continue managing the users and groups in its on-premises
self-managed Microsoft Active Directory.
 
 
Which solution will meet these requirements?
 
 
A. Enable AWS Single Sign-On (AWS SSO) from the AWS SSO console. Create a one-
way forest trust or a one-way domain trust to connect the company's self-managed
Microsoft Active Directory with AWS SSO by using AWS Directory Service for Microsoft
Active Directory. 
B. Enable AWS Single Sign-On (AWS SSO) from the AWS SSO console. Create a two-
way forest trust to connect the company's self-managed Microsoft Active Directory with
AWS SSO by using AWS Directory Service for Microsoft Active Directory. 
C. Use AWS Directory Service. Create a two-way trust relationship with the company's self-
managed Microsoft Active Directory. 
D. Deploy an identity provider (IdP) on premises. Enable AWS Single Sign-On (AWS SSO)
from the AWS SSO console. 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: To provide single sign-on (SSO) across all the company's accounts while

continuing to manage users and groups in its on-premises self-managed Microsoft Active

Directory, the solution is to enable AWS Single Sign-On (SSO) from the AWS SSO console

and create a one-way forest trust or a one-way domain trust to connect the company's self-

managed Microsoft Active Directory with AWS SSO by using AWS Directory Service for

Microsoft Active Directory. This solution is described in the AWS documentation 

 

 

 

 

 
A company recently signed a contract with an AWS Managed Service Provider (MSP)
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Partner for help with an application migration initiative. A solutions architect needs to share
an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) from an existing AWS account with the MSP Partner's
AWS account. The AMI is backed by Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) and uses
a customer managed customer master key (CMK) to encrypt EBS volume snapshots.
 
What is the MOST secure way for the solutions architect to share the AMI with the MSP
Partner's AWS account?
 
A. Make the encrypted AMI and snapshots publicly available. Modify the CMK's key policy
to allow the MSP Partner's AWS account to use the key 
B. Modify the launchPermission property of the AMI. Share the AMI with the MSP Partner's
AWS account only. Modify the CMK's key policy to allow the MSP Partner's AWS account
to use the key. 
C. Modify the launchPermission property of the AMI Share the AMI with the MSP Partner's
AWS account only. Modify the CMK's key policy to trust a new CMK that is owned by the
MSP Partner for encryption. 
D. Export the AMI from the source account to an Amazon S3 bucket in the MSP Partner's
AWS account. Encrypt the S3 bucket with a CMK that is owned by the MSP Partner Copy
and launch the AMI in the MSP Partner's AWS account. 
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

Share the existing KMS key with the MSP external account because it has already been

used to encrypt the AMI snapshot.

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/kms/latest/developerguide/key-policy-modifying-external-

accounts.html 

 

 

 

 
A company is developing a two-tier web application on AWS. The company's developers
have deployed the application on an Amazon EC2 instance that connects directly to a
backend Amazon RDS database. The company must not hardcode database credentials in
the application. The company must also implement a solution to automatically rotate the
database credentials on a regular basis.
 
 
Which solution will meet these requirements with the LEAST operational overhead?
 
 
A. Store the database credentials in the instance metadata. Use Amazon EventBridge
(Amazon CloudWatch Events) rules to run a scheduled AWS Lambda function that updates
the RDS credentials and instance metadata at the same time. 

Question No : 7  - (Topic 1)
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B. Store the database credentials in a configuration file in an encrypted Amazon S3 bucket.
Use Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) rules to run a scheduled AWS
Lambda function that updates the RDS credentials and the credentials in the configuration
file at the same time. Use S3 Versioning to ensure the ability to fall back to previous values. 
C. Store the database credentials as a secret in AWS Secrets Manager. Turn on automatic
rotation for the secret. Attach the required permission to the EC2 role to grant access to the
secret. 
D. Store the database credentials as encrypted parameters in AWS Systems Manager
Parameter Store. Turn on automatic rotation for the encrypted parameters. Attach the
required permission to the EC2 role to grant access to the encrypted parameters. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/secretsmanager/latest/userguide/create_database_secret.ht

ml 

 

 

 

 

 
A company's application integrates with multiple software-as-a-service (SaaS) sources for
data collection. The company runs Amazon EC2 instances to receive the data and to
upload the data to an Amazon S3 bucket for analysis. The same EC2 instance that
receives and uploads the data also sends a notification to the user when an upload is
complete. The company has noticed slow application performance and wants to improve
the performance as much as possible.
 
Which solution will meet these requirements with the LEAST operational overhead?
 
 
A. Create an Auto Scaling group so that EC2 instances can scale out. Configure an S3
event notification to send events to an Amazon Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS)
topic when the upload to the S3 bucket is complete. 
B. Create an Amazon AppFlow flow to transfer data between each SaaS source and the
S3 bucket. Configure an S3 event notification to send events to an Amazon Simple
Notification Service (Amazon SNS) topic when the upload to the S3 bucket is complete. 
C. Create an Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) rule for each SaaS
source to send output data. Configure the S3 bucket as the rule's target. Create a second
EventBridge (CloudWatch Events) rule to send events when the upload to the S3 bucket is
complete. Configure an Amazon Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS) topic as the
second rule's target. 
D. Create a Docker container to use instead of an EC2 instance. Host the containerized
application on Amazon Elastic Container Service (Amazon ECS). Configure Amazon

Question No : 8  - (Topic 1)
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CloudWatch Container Insights to send events to an Amazon Simple Notification Service
(Amazon SNS) topic when the upload to the S3 bucket is complete. 
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

Amazon AppFlow is a fully managed integration service that enables you to securely

transfer data between Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) applications like Salesforce, SAP,

Zendesk, Slack, and ServiceNow, and AWS services like Amazon S3 and Amazon

Redshift, in just a few clicks. https://aws.amazon.com/appflow/ 

 

 

 

 

 

A company's containerized application runs on an Amazon EC2 instance. The application
needs to download security certificates before it can communicate with other business
applications. The company wants a highly secure solution to encrypt and decrypt the
certificates in near real time. The solution also needs to store data in highly available
storage after the data is encrypted.
 
 
Which solution will meet these requirements with the LEAST operational overhead?
 
 
A. Create AWS Secrets Manager secrets for encrypted certificates. Manually update the
certificates as needed. Control access to the data by using fine-grained IAM access. 
B. Create an AWS Lambda function that uses the Python cryptography library to receive
and perform encryption operations. Store the function in an Amazon S3 bucket. 
C. Create an AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) customer managed key. Allow
the EC2 role to use the KMS key for encryption operations. Store the encrypted data on
Amazon S3. 
D. Create an AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) customer managed key. Allow
the EC2 role to use the KMS key for encryption operations. Store the encrypted data on
Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) volumes. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

A company is designing an application where users upload small files into Amazon S3.

Question No : 9  - (Topic 1)
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After a user uploads a file, the file requires one-time simple processing to transform the
data and save the data in JSON format for later analysis.
 
 
Each file must be processed as quickly as possible after it is uploaded. Demand will vary.
On some days, users will upload a high number of files. On other days, users will upload a
few files or no files.
 
 
Which solution meets these requirements with the LEAST operational overhead?
 
 
A. Configure Amazon EMR to read text files from Amazon S3. Run processing scripts to
transform the data. Store the resulting JSON file in an Amazon Aurora DB cluster. 
B. Configure Amazon S3 to send an event notification to an Amazon Simple Queue
Service (Amazon SQS) queue. Use Amazon EC2 instances to read from the queue and
process the data. Store the resulting JSON file in Amazon DynamoDB. 
C. Configure Amazon S3 to send an event notification to an Amazon Simple Queue
Service (Amazon SQS) queue. Use an AWS Lambda function to read from the queue and
process the data. Store the resulting JSON file in Amazon DynamoDB. Most Voted 
D. Configure Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) to send an event to
Amazon Kinesis Data Streams when a new file is uploaded. Use an AWS Lambda function
to consume the event from the stream and process the data. Store the resulting JSON file
in Amazon Aurora DB cluster. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: Amazon S3 sends event notifications about S3 buckets (for example, object

created, object removed, or object restored) to an SNS topic in the same Region. 

 

The SNS topic publishes the event to an SQS queue in the central Region. 

 

The SQS queue is configured as the event source for your Lambda function and buffers the

event messages for the Lambda function. 

 

The Lambda function polls the SQS queue for messages and processes the Amazon S3

event notifications according to your application’s requirements. 

 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/prescriptive-guidance/latest/patterns/subscribe-a-lambda-

function-to-event-notifications-from-s3-buckets-in-different-aws-regions.html 
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A company wants to move a multi-tiered application from on premises to the AWS Cloud to
improve the application's performance. The application consists of application tiers that
communicate with each other by way of RESTful services. Transactions are dropped when
one tier becomes overloaded. A solutions architect must design a solution that resolves
these issues and modernizes the application.
 
 
Which solution meets these requirements and is the MOST operationally efficient?
 
 
A. Use Amazon API Gateway and direct transactions to the AWS Lambda functions as the
application layer. Use Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) as the
communication layer between application services. 
B. Use Amazon CloudWatch metrics to analyze the application performance history to
determine the server's peak utilization during the performance failures. Increase the size of
the application server's Amazon EC2 instances to meet the peak requirements. 
C. Use Amazon Simple Notification Service (Amazon SNS) to handle the messaging
between application servers running on Amazon EC2 in an Auto Scaling group. Use
Amazon CloudWatch to monitor the SNS queue length and scale up and down as required. 
D. Use Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS) to handle the messaging between
application servers running on Amazon EC2 in an Auto Scaling group. Use Amazon
CloudWatch to monitor the SQS queue length and scale up when communication failures
are detected. 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: https://aws.amazon.com/getting-started/hands-on/build-serverless-web-app-

lambda-apigateway-s3-dynamodb-cognito/module-4/ 

Build a Serverless Web Application with AWS Lambda, Amazon API Gateway, AWS

Amplify, Amazon DynamoDB, and Amazon Cognito. This example showed similar setup as

question: Build a Serverless Web Application with AWS Lambda, Amazon API Gateway,

AWS Amplify, Amazon DynamoDB, and Amazon Cognito 

 

 

 

A company needs to keep user transaction data in an Amazon DynamoDB table.
 
The company must retain the data for 7 years.
 
What is the MOST operationally efficient solution that meets these requirements?
 
A. Use DynamoDB point-in-time recovery to back up the table continuously. 
B. Use AWS Backup to create backup schedules and retention policies for the table. 
C. Create an on-demand backup of the table by using the DynamoDB console. Store the

Question No : 12  - (Topic 1)
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backup in an Amazon S3 bucket. Set an S3 Lifecycle configuration for the S3 bucket. 
D. Create an Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) rule to invoke an AWS
Lambda function. Configure the Lambda function to back up the table and to store the
backup in an Amazon S3 bucket. Set an S3 Lifecycle configuration for the S3 bucket. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

 
A company recently migrated to AWS and wants to implement a solution to protect the
traffic that flows in and out of the production VPC. The company had an inspection server
in its on-premises data center. The inspection server performed specific operations such as
traffic flow inspection and traffic filtering. The company wants to have the same
functionalities in the AWS Cloud.
 
Which solution will meet these requirements?
 
A. Use Amazon GuardDuty for traffic inspection and traffic filtering in the production VPC 
B. Use Traffic Mirroring to mirror traffic from the production VPC for traffic inspection and
filtering. 
C. Use AWS Network Firewall to create the required rules for traffic inspection and traffic
filtering for the production VPC. 
D. Use AWS Firewall Manager to create the required rules for traffic inspection and traffic
filtering for the production VPC. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  

AWS Network Firewall supports both inspection and filtering as required 

 

 

 

 

 
A company recently launched Linux-based application instances on Amazon EC2 in a
private subnet and launched a Linux-based bastion host on an Amazon EC2 instance in a
public subnet of a VPC A solutions architect needs to connect from the on-premises
network, through the company's internet connection to the bastion host and to the
application servers The solutions architect must make sure that the security groups of all
the EC2 instances will allow that access

Question No : 13  - (Topic 1)
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Which combination of steps should the solutions architect take to meet these
requirements? (Select TWO)
 
A. Replace the current security group of the bastion host with one that only allows inbound
access from the application instances 
B. Replace the current security group of the bastion host with one that only allows inbound
access from the internal IP range for the company 
C. Replace the current security group of the bastion host with one that only allows inbound
access from the external IP range for the company 
D. Replace the current security group of the application instances with one that allows
inbound SSH access from only the private IP address of the bastion host 
E. Replace the current security group of the application instances with one that allows
inbound SSH access from only the public IP address of the bastion host 
 

Answer: C,D

Explanation: https://digitalcloud.training/ssh-into-ec2-in-private-subnet/ 

 

 

 

 

 
 
A company runs an online marketplace web application on AWS. The application serves
hundreds of thousands of users during peak hours. The company needs a scalable, near-
real-time solution to share the details of millions of financial transactions with several other
internal applications Transactions also need to be processed to remove sensitive data
before being stored in a document database for low-latency retrieval.
 
What should a solutions architect recommend to meet these requirements?
 
A. Store the transactions data into Amazon DynamoDB Set up a rule in DynamoDB to
remove sensitive data from every transaction upon write Use DynamoDB Streams to share
the transactions data with other applications 
B. Stream the transactions data into Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose to store data in
Amazon DynamoDB and Amazon S3 Use AWS Lambda integration with Kinesis Data
Firehose to remove sensitive data. Other applications can consume the data stored in
Amazon S3 
C. Stream the transactions data into Amazon Kinesis Data Streams Use AWS Lambda
integration to remove sensitive data from every transaction and then store the transactions
data in Amazon DynamoDB Other applications can consume the transactions data off the
Kinesis data stream. 
D. Store the batched transactions data in Amazon S3 as files. Use AWS Lambda to
process every file and remove sensitive data before updating the files in Amazon S3 The

Question No : 15  - (Topic 1)
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Lambda function then stores the data in Amazon DynamoDB Other applications can
consume transaction files stored in Amazon S3. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  

The destination of your Kinesis Data Firehose delivery stream. Kinesis Data Firehose can

send data records to various destinations, including Amazon Simple Storage Service

(Amazon S3), Amazon Redshift, Amazon OpenSearch Service, and any HTTP endpoint

that is owned by you or any of your third-party service providers. The following are the

supported destinations: 

* Amazon OpenSearch Service 

* Amazon S3 

* Datadog 

* Dynatrace 

* Honeycomb 

* HTTP Endpoint 

* Logic Monitor 

* MongoDB Cloud 

* New Relic 

* Splunk 

* Sumo Logic 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/firehose/latest/dev/create-name.html 

 

https://aws.amazon.com/kinesis/data-streams/ 

Amazon Kinesis Data Streams (KDS) is a massively scalable and durable real-time data

streaming service. KDS can continuously capture gigabytes of data per second from

hundreds of thousands of sources such as website clickstreams, database event streams,

financial transactions, social media feeds, IT logs, and location-tracking events. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A company uses Amazon S3 to store its confidential audit documents. The S3 bucket uses
bucket policies to restrict access to audit team IAM user credentials according to the
principle of least privilege. Company managers are worried about accidental deletion of
documents in the S3 bucket and want a more secure solution.
 

Question No : 16  - (Topic 1)
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What should a solutions architect do to secure the audit documents?
 
 
A. Enable the versioning and MFA Delete features on the S3 bucket. 
B. Enable multi-factor authentication (MFA) on the IAM user credentials for each audit
team IAM user account. 
C. Add an S3 Lifecycle policy to the audit team's IAM user accounts to deny the
s3:DeleteObject action during audit dates. 
D. Use AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) to encrypt the S3 bucket and restrict
audit team IAM user accounts from accessing the KMS key. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

 
A company uses AWS Organizations to manage multiple AWS accounts for different
departments. The management account has an Amazon S3 bucket that contains project
reports. The company wants to limit access to this S3 bucket to only users of accounts
within the organization in AWS Organizations.
 
Which solution meets these requirements with the LEAST amount of operational
overhead?
 
A. Add the aws:PrincipalOrgID global condition key with a reference to the organization ID
to the S3 bucket policy. 
B. Create an organizational unit (OU) for each department. Add the aws:PrincipalOrgPaths
global condition key to the S3 bucket policy. 
C. Use AWS CloudTrail to monitor the CreateAccount, InviteAccountToOrganization,
LeaveOrganization, and RemoveAccountFromOrganization events. Update the S3 bucket
policy accordingly. 
D. Tag each user that needs access to the S3 bucket. Add the aws:PrincipalTag global
condition key to the S3 bucket policy. 
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/security/control-access-to-aws-resources-by-using-the-aws-

organization-of-iam-principals/ 

 

The aws:PrincipalOrgID global key provides an alternative to listing all the account IDs for

all AWS accounts in an organization. For example, the following Amazon S3 bucket policy

allows members of any account in the XXX organization to add an object into the

examtopics bucket. 

Question No : 17  - (Topic 1)
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{"Version": "2020-09-10", 

"Statement": { 

"Sid": "AllowPutObject", 

"Effect": "Allow", 

"Principal": "*", 

"Action": "s3:PutObject", 

"Resource": "arn:aws:s3:::examtopics/*", 

"Condition": {"StringEquals": 

{"aws:PrincipalOrgID":["XXX"]}}}} 

 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/reference_policies_condition-

keys.html 

 

 

 

 

 
A company's HTTP application is behind a Network Load Balancer (NLB). The NLB's target
group is configured to use an Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling group with multiple EC2 instances
that run the web service.
 
 
The company notices that the NLB is not detecting HTTP errors for the application. These
errors require a manual restart of the EC2 instances that run the web service. The
company needs to improve the application's availability without writing custom scripts or
code.
 
 
What should a solutions architect do to meet these requirements?
 
 
A. Enable HTTP health checks on the NLB. supplying the URL of the company's
application. 
B. Add a cron job to the EC2 instances to check the local application's logs once each
minute. If HTTP errors are detected, the application will restart. 
C. Replace the NLB with an Application Load Balancer. Enable HTTP health checks by
supplying the URL of the company's application. Configure an Auto Scaling action to
replace unhealthy instances. 
D. Create an Amazon Cloud Watch alarm that monitors the UnhealthyHostCount metric for
the NLB. Configure an Auto Scaling action to replace unhealthy instances when the alarm
is in the ALARM state. 

Question No : 18  - (Topic 1)
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Answer: C

Explanation: Application availability: NLB cannot assure the availability of the application.

This is because it bases its decisions solely on network and TCP-layer variables and has

no awareness of the application at all. Generally, NLB determines availability based on the

ability of a server to respond to ICMP ping or to correctly complete the three-way TCP

handshake. ALB goes much deeper and is capable of determining availability based on not

only a successful HTTP GET of a particular page but also the verification that the content is

as was expected based on the input parameters. 

 

 

 

 
A company needs to configure a real-time data ingestion architecture for its application.
The company needs an API, a process that transforms data as the data is streamed, and a
storage solution for the data.
 
 
Which solution will meet these requirements with the LEAST operational overhead?
 
 
A. Deploy an Amazon EC2 instance to host an API that sends data to an Amazon Kinesis
data stream. Create an Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose delivery stream that uses the
Kinesis data stream as a data source. Use AWS Lambda functions to transform the data.
Use the Kinesis Data Firehose delivery stream to send the data to Amazon S3. 
B. Deploy an Amazon EC2 instance to host an API that sends data to AWS Glue. Stop
source/destination checking on the EC2 instance. Use AWS Glue to transform the data and
to send the data to Amazon S3. 
C. Configure an Amazon API Gateway API to send data to an Amazon Kinesis data
stream. Create an Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose delivery stream that uses the Kinesis
data stream as a data source. Use AWS Lambda functions to transform the data. Use the
Kinesis Data Firehose delivery stream to send the data to Amazon S3. 
D. Configure an Amazon API Gateway API to send data to AWS Glue. Use AWS Lambda
functions to transform the data. Use AWS Glue to send the data to Amazon S3. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

 
A company is deploying a new public web application to AWS. The application will run
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behind an Application Load Balancer (ALB). The application needs to be encrypted at the
edge with an SSL/TLS certificate that is issued by an external certificate authority (CA).
The certificate must be rotated each year before the certificate expires.
 
 
What should a solutions architect do to meet these requirements?
 
 
A. Use AWS Certificate Manager (ACM) to issue an SSL/TLS certificate. Apply the
certificate to the ALB. Use the managed renewal feature to automatically rotate the
certificate. 
B. Use AWS Certificate Manager (ACM) to issue an SSL/TLS certificate. Import the key
material from the certificate. Apply the certificate to the ALB. Use the managed renewal
feature to automatically rotate the certificate. 
C. Use AWS Certificate Manager (ACM) Private Certificate Authority to issue an SSL/TLS
certificate from the root CA. Apply the certificate to the ALB. Use the managed renewal
feature to automatically rotate the certificate. 
D. Use AWS Certificate Manager (ACM) to import an SSL/TLS certificate. Apply the
certificate to the ALB. Use Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) to send a
notification when the certificate is nearing expiration. Rotate the certificate manually. 
 

Answer: D

Explanation:  

https://www.amazonaws.cn/en/certificate-

manager/faqs/#Managed_renewal_and_deployment 

 

 

 

 

 
 
A solutions architect must design a highly available infrastructure for a website. The
website is powered by Windows web servers that run on Amazon EC2 instances. The
solutions architect must implement a solution that can mitigate a large-scale DDoS attack
that originates from thousands of IP addresses. Downtime is not acceptable for the
website.
 
Which actions should the solutions architect take to protect the website from such an
attack? (Select TWO.)
 
A. Use AWS Shield Advanced to stop the DDoS attack. 
B. Configure Amazon GuardDuty to automatically block the attackers. 
C. Configure the website to use Amazon CloudFront for both static and dynamic content. 
D. Use an AWS Lambda function to automatically add attacker IP addresses to VPC
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network ACLs. 
E. Use EC2 Spot Instances in an Auto Scaling group with a target tracking scaling policy
that is set to 80% CPU utilization 
 

Answer: A,C

Explanation: (https://aws.amazon.com/cloudfront 

 

 

 

 

 
A survey company has gathered data for several years from areas m\ the United States.
The company hosts the data in an Amazon S3 bucket that is 3 TB m size and growing. The
company has started to share the data with a European marketing firm that has S3 buckets
The company wants to ensure that its data transfer costs remain as low as possible
 
Which solution will meet these requirements?
 
 
A. Configure the Requester Pays feature on the company's S3 bucket 
B. Configure S3 Cross-Region Replication from the company’s S3 bucket to one of the
marketing firm's S3 buckets. 
C. Configure cross-account access for the marketing firm so that the marketing firm has
access to the company’s S3 bucket. 
D. Configure the company’s S3 bucket to use S3 Intelligent-Tiering Sync the S3 bucket to
one of the marketing firm’s S3 buckets 
 

Answer: A

Explanation:  

"Typically, you configure buckets to be Requester Pays buckets when you want to share

data but not incur charges associated with others accessing the data. For example, you

might use Requester Pays buckets when making available large datasets, such as zip code

directories, reference data, geospatial information, or web crawling data." 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/userguide/RequesterPaysBuckets.html 
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A company runs its Infrastructure on AWS and has a registered base of 700.000 users for
res document management application The company intends to create a product that
converts large pdf files to jpg Imago files. The .pdf files average 5 MB in size. The company
needs to store the original files and the converted files. A solutions architect must design a
scalable solution to accommodate demand that will grow rapidly over lime.
 
Which solution meets these requirements MOST cost-effectively?
 
A. Save the pdf files to Amazon S3 Configure an S3 PUT event to invoke an AWS Lambda
function to convert the files to jpg format and store them back in Amazon S3 
B. Save the pdf files to Amazon DynamoDB. Use the DynamoDB Streams feature to
invoke an AWS Lambda function to convert the files to jpg format and store them hack in
DynamoDB 
C. Upload the pdf files to an AWS Elastic Beanstalk application that includes Amazon EC2
instances. Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) storage and an Auto Scaling group.
Use a program In the EC2 instances to convert the files to jpg format Save the .pdf files
and the .jpg files In the EBS store. 
D. Upload the .pdf files to an AWS Elastic Beanstalk application that includes Amazon EC2
instances, Amazon Elastic File System (Amazon EPS) storage, and an Auto Scaling group.
Use a program in the EC2 instances to convert the file to jpg format Save the pdf files and
the jpg files in the EBS store. 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: Elastic BeanStalk is expensive, and DocumentDB has a 400KB max to

upload files. So Lambda and S3 should be the one. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A social media company allows users to upload images to its website. The website runs on
Amazon EC2 instances. During upload requests, the website resizes the images to a
standard size and stores the resized images in Amazon S3. Users are experiencing slow
upload requests to the website.
 
 
The company needs to reduce coupling within the application and improve website
performance. A solutions architect must design the most operationally efficient process for
image uploads.
 
 
Which combination of actions should the solutions architect take to meet these
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requirements? (Choose two.)
 
 
 
 
A. Configure the application to upload images to S3 Glacier. 
B. Configure the web server to upload the original images to Amazon S3. 
C. Configure the application to upload images directly from each user's browser to Amazon
S3 through the use of a presigned URL. 
D. Configure S3 Event Notifications to invoke an AWS Lambda function when an image is
uploaded. Use the function to resize the image 
E. Create an Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) rule that invokes an
AWS Lambda function on a schedule to resize uploaded images. 
 

Answer: C,D

Explanation: Amazon S3 is a highly scalable and durable object storage service that can

store and retrieve any amount of data from anywhere on the web1. Users can configure the

application to upload images directly from each user’s browser to Amazon S3 through the

use of a presigned URL. A presigned URL is a URL that gives access to an object in an S3

bucket for a limited time and with a specific action, such as uploading an object2. Users

can generate a presigned URL programmatically using the AWS SDKs or AWS CLI. By

using a presigned URL, users can reduce coupling within the application and improve

website performance, as they do not need to send the images to the web server first. 

AWS Lambda is a serverless compute service that runs code in response to events and

automatically manages the underlying compute resources3. Users can configure S3 Event

Notifications to invoke an AWS Lambda function when an image is uploaded. S3 Event

Notifications is a feature that allows users to receive notifications when certain events

happen in an S3 bucket, such as object creation or deletion. Users can configure S3 Event

Notifications to invoke a Lambda function that resizes the image and stores it back in the

same or a different S3 bucket. This way, users can offload the image resizing task from the

web server to Lambda. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A company is building an ecommerce web application on AWS. The application sends
information about new orders to an Amazon API Gateway REST API to process. The
company wants to ensure that orders are processed in the order that they are received.
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Which solution will meet these requirements?
 
 
A. Use an API Gateway integration to publish a message to an Amazon Simple Notification
Service (Amazon SNS) topic when the application receives an order. Subscribe an AWS
Lambda function to the topic to perform processing. 
B. Use an API Gateway integration to send a message to an Amazon Simple Queue
Service (Amazon SQS) FIFO queue when the application receives an order. Configure the
SQS FIFO queue to invoke an AWS Lambda function for processing. 
C. Use an API Gateway authorizer to block any requests while the application processes
an order. 
D. Use an API Gateway integration to send a message to an Amazon Simple Queue
Service (Amazon SQS) standard queue when the application receives an order. Configure
the SQS standard queue to invoke an AWS Lambda function for processing. 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: To ensure that orders are processed in the order that they are received, the

best solution is to use an Amazon SQS FIFO (First-In-First-Out) queue. This type of queue

maintains the exact order in which messages are sent and received. In this case, the

application can send information about new orders to an Amazon API Gateway REST API,

which can then use an API Gateway integration to send a message to an Amazon SQS

FIFO queue for processing. The queue can then be configured to invoke an AWS Lambda

function to perform the necessary processing on each order. This ensures that orders are

processed in the exact order in which they are received. 

 

 

 

 

 
A solutions architect is designing a new hybrid architecture to extend a company s on-
premises infrastructure to AWS The company requires a highly available connection with
consistent low latency to an AWS Region. The company needs to minimize costs and is
willing to accept slower traffic if the primary connection fails.
 
What should the solutions architect do to meet these requirements?
 
A. Provision an AWS Direct Connect connection to a Region Provision a VPN connection
as a backup if the primary Direct Connect connection fails. 
B. Provision a VPN tunnel connection to a Region for private connectivity. Provision a
second VPN tunnel for private connectivity and as a backup if the primary VPN connection
fails. 
C. Provision an AWS Direct Connect connection to a Region Provision a second Direct
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Connect connection to the same Region as a backup if the primary Direct Connect
connection fails. 
D. Provision an AWS Direct Connect connection to a Region Use the Direct Connect
failover attribute from the AWS CLI to automatically create a backup connection if the
primary Direct Connect connection fails. 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: "In some cases, this connection alone is not enough. It is always better to

guarantee a fallback connection as the backup of DX. There are several options, but

implementing it with an AWS Site-To-Site VPN is a real cost-effective solution that can be

exploited to reduce costs or, in the meantime, wait for the setup of a second DX." 

https://www.proud2becloud.com/hybrid-cloud-networking-backup-aws-direct-connect-

network-connection-with-aws-site-to-site-vpn/ 

 

 

 

 

 
A company has an application that generates a large number of files, each approximately 5
MB in size. The files are stored in Amazon S3. Company policy requires the files to be
stored for 4 years before they can be deleted Immediate accessibility is always required as
the files contain critical business data that is not easy to reproduce. The files are frequently
accessed in the first 30 days of the object creation but are rarely accessed after the first 30
days
 
Which storage solution is MOST cost-effective?
 
A. Create an S3 bucket lifecycle policy to move Mm from S3 Standard to S3 Glacier 30
days from object creation Delete the Tiles 4 years after object creation 
B. Create an S3 bucket lifecycle policy to move tiles from S3 Standard to S3 One Zone-
infrequent Access (S3 One Zone-IA] 30 days from object creation. Delete the fees 4 years
after object creation 
C. Create an S3 bucket lifecycle policy to move files from S3 Standard-infrequent Access
(S3 Standard -lA) 30 from object creation. Delete the ties 4 years after object creation 
D. Create an S3 bucket Lifecycle policy to move files from S3 Standard to S3 Standard-
Infrequent Access (S3 Standard-IA) 30 days from object creation Move the files to S3
Glacier 4 years after object carton. 
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

https://aws.amazon.com/s3/storage-classes/?trk=66264cd8-3b73-416c-9693-

ea7cf4fe846a&sc_channel=ps&s_kwcid=AL!4422!3!536452716950!p!!g!!aws%20s3%20pri
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cing&ef_id=Cj0KCQjwnbmaBhD-

ARIsAGTPcfVHUZN5_BMrzl5zBcaC8KnqpnNZvjbZzqPkH6k7q4JcYO5KFLx0YYgaAm6nE

ALw_wcB:G:s&s_kwcid=AL!4422!3!536452716950!p!!g!!aws%20s3%20pricing 

 

 

 

 

 
A company hosts its multi-tier applications on AWS. For compliance, governance, auditing,
and security, the company must track configuration changes on its AWS resources and
record a history of API calls made to these resources.
 
 
What should a solutions architect do to meet these requirements?
 
 
A. Use AWS CloudTrail to track configuration changes and AWS Config to record API calls 
B. Use AWS Config to track configuration changes and AWS CloudTrail to record API calls 
C. Use AWS Config to track configuration changes and Amazon CloudWatch to record API
calls 
D. Use AWS CloudTrail to track configuration changes and Amazon CloudWatch to record
API calls 
 

Answer: B

Explanation:  

AWS Config is a fully managed service that allows the company to assess, audit, and

evaluate the configurations of its AWS resources. It provides a detailed inventory of the

resources in use and tracks changes to resource configurations. AWS Config can detect

configuration changes and alert the company when changes occur. It also provides a

historical view of changes, which is essential for compliance and governance purposes.

AWS CloudTrail is a fully managed service that provides a detailed history of API calls

made to the company's AWS resources. It records all API activity in the AWS account,

including who made the API call, when the call was made, and what resources were

affected by the call. This information is critical for security and auditing purposes, as it

allows the company to investigate any suspicious activity that might occur on its AWS

resources. 
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A company has an AWS Glue extract. transform, and load (ETL) job that runs every day at
the same time. The job processes XML data that is in an Amazon S3 bucket.
 
New data is added to the S3 bucket every day. A solutions architect notices that AWS Glue
is processing all the data during each run.
 
What should the solutions architect do to prevent AWS Glue from reprocessing old data?
 
A. Edit the job to use job bookmarks. 
B. Edit the job to delete data after the data is processed 
C. Edit the job by setting the NumberOfWorkers field to 1. 
D. Use a FindMatches machine learning (ML) transform. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: This is the purpose of bookmarks: "AWS Glue tracks data that has already

been processed during a previous run of an ETL job by persisting state information from

the job run. This persisted state information is called a job bookmark. Job bookmarks help

AWS Glue maintain state information and prevent the reprocessing of old data." 

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/glue/latest/dg/monitor-continuations.html 

 

 

 

 

 
A company's website uses an Amazon EC2 instance store for its catalog of items. The
company wants to make sure that the catalog is highly available and that the catalog is
stored in a durable location.
 
 
What should a solutions architect do to meet these requirements?
 
 
A. Move the catalog to Amazon ElastiCache for Redis. 
B. Deploy a larger EC2 instance with a larger instance store. 
C. Move the catalog from the instance store to Amazon S3 Glacier Deep Archive. 
D. Move the catalog to an Amazon Elastic File System (Amazon EFS) file system. 
 

Answer: D

Explanation:  

Moving the catalog to an Amazon Elastic File System (Amazon EFS) file system provides

both high availability and durability. Amazon EFS is a fully-managed, highly-available, and
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durable file system that is built to scale on demand. With Amazon EFS, the catalog data

can be stored and accessed from multiple EC2 instances in different availability zones,

ensuring high availability. Also, Amazon EFS automatically stores files redundantly within

and across multiple availability zones, making it a durable storage option. 

 

 

 

 

 
A company runs an ecommerce application on Amazon EC2 instances behind an
Application Load Balancer. The instances run in an Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling group
across multiple Availability Zones. The Auto Scaling group scales based on CPU utilization
metrics. The ecommerce application stores the transaction data in a MySQL 8.0 database
that is hosted on a large EC2 instance.
 
 
The database's performance degrades quickly as application load increases. The
application handles more read requests than write transactions. The company wants a
solution that will automatically scale the database to meet the demand of unpredictable
read workloads while maintaining high availability.
 
 
Which solution will meet these requirements?
 
 
A. Use Amazon Redshift with a single node for leader and compute functionality. 
B. Use Amazon RDS with a Single-AZ deployment Configure Amazon RDS to add reader
instances in a different Availability Zone. 
C. Use Amazon Aurora with a Multi-AZ deployment. Configure Aurora Auto Scaling with
Aurora Replicas. 
D. Use Amazon ElastiCache for Memcached with EC2 Spot Instances. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: AURORA is 5x performance improvement over MySQL on RDS and handles

more read requests than write,; maintaining high availability = Multi-AZ deployment 

 

 

 

A company has created an image analysis application in which users can upload photos
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✑

✑

✑

and add photo frames to their images. The users upload images and metadata to indicate
which photo frames they want to add to their images. The application uses a single
Amazon EC2 instance and Amazon DynamoDB to store the metadata.
 
 
The application is becoming more popular, and the number of users is increasing. The
company expects the number of concurrent users to vary significantly depending on the
time of day and day of week. The company must ensure that the application can scale to
meet the needs of the growing user base.
 
 
Which solution meats these requirements?
 
 
A. Use AWS Lambda to process the photos. Store the photos and metadata in DynamoDB. 
B. Use Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose to process the photos and to store the photos and
metadata. 
C. Use AWS Lambda to process the photos. Store the photos in Amazon S3. Retain
DynamoDB to store the metadata. 
D. Increase the number of EC2 instances to three. Use Provisioned IOPS SSD (io2)
Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) volumes to store the photos and metadata. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: https://www.quora.com/How-can-I-use-DynamoDB-for-storing-metadata-for-

Amazon-S3-objects 

 

This solution meets the requirements of scalability, performance, and availability. AWS

Lambda can process the photos in parallel and scale up or down automatically depending

on the demand. Amazon S3 can store the photos and metadata reliably and durably, and

provide high availability and low latency. DynamoDB can store the metadata efficiently and

provide consistent performance. This solution also reduces the cost and complexity of

managing EC2 instances and EBS volumes. 

Option A is incorrect because storing the photos in DynamoDB is not a good practice, as it

can increase the storage cost and limit the throughput. Option B is incorrect because

Kinesis Data Firehose is not designed for processing photos, but for streaming data to

destinations such as S3 or Redshift. Option D is incorrect because increasing the number

of EC2 instances and using Provisioned IOPS SSD volumes does not guarantee

scalability, as it depends on the load balancer and the application code. It also increases

the cost and complexity of managing the infrastructure. 

References: 
https://aws.amazon.com/certification/certified-solutions-architect-professional/
https://www.examtopics.com/discussions/amazon/view/7193-exam-aws-certified-
solutions-architect-professional-topic-1/
https://aws.amazon.com/architecture/
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A company wants to improve its ability to clone large amounts of production data into a test
environment in the same AWS Region. The data is stored in Amazon EC2 instances on
Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS) volumes. Modifications to the cloned data must
not affect the production environment. The software that accesses this data requires
consistently high I/O performance.
 
 
A solutions architect needs to minimize the time that is required to clone the production
data into the test environment.
 
 
Which solution will meet these requirements?
 
 
A. Take EBS snapshots of the production EBS volumes. Restore the snapshots onto EC2
instance store volumes in the test environment. 
B. Configure the production EBS volumes to use the EBS Multi-Attach feature. Take EBS
snapshots of the production EBS volumes. Attach the production EBS volumes to the EC2
instances in the test environment. 
C. Take EBS snapshots of the production EBS volumes. Create and initialize new EBS
volumes. Attach the new EBS volumes to EC2 instances in the test environment before
restoring the volumes from the production EBS snapshots. 
D. Take EBS snapshots of the production EBS volumes. Turn on the EBS fast snapshot
restore feature on the EBS snapshots. Restore the snapshots into new EBS volumes.
Attach the new EBS volumes to EC2 instances in the test environment. 
 

Answer: C

Explanation:  

To clone the production data into the test environment with high I/O performance and

without affecting the production environment, the best option is to take EBS snapshots of

the production EBS volumes and restore them onto new EBS volumes in the test

environment. Then, attach the new EBS volumes to EC2 instances in the test environment.

This option minimizes the time required to clone the data and ensures that modifications to

the cloned data do not affect the production environment. Therefore, option C is the correct

answer. 
Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/ebs-restoring-
volume.html
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A company runs a highly available image-processing application on Amazon EC2
instances in a single VPC The EC2 instances run inside several subnets across multiple
Availability Zones. The EC2 instances do not communicate with each other However, the
EC2 instances download images from Amazon S3 and upload images to Amazon S3
through a single NAT gateway The company is concerned about data transfer charges
 
What is the MOST cost-effective way for the company to avoid Regional data transfer
charges?
 
 
A. Launch the NAT gateway in each Availability Zone 
B. Replace the NAT gateway with a NAT instance 
C. Deploy a gateway VPC endpoint for Amazon S3 
D. Provision an EC2 Dedicated Host to run the EC2 instances 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: In this scenario, the company wants to avoid regional data transfer charges

while downloading and uploading images from Amazon S3. To accomplish this at the

lowest cost, the NAT gateway should be launched in each availability zone that the EC2

instances are running in. This allows the EC2 instances to route traffic through the local

NAT gateway instead of sending traffic across an availability zone boundary and incurring

regional data transfer fees. This method will help reduce the data transfer costs since inter-

Availability Zone data transfers in a single region are free of charge. 
Reference:
 
AWS NAT Gateway documentation:
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/vpc/latest/userguide/vpc-nat-gateway.html
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
A company is preparing to store confidential data in Amazon S3 For compliance reasons
the data must be encrypted at rest Encryption key usage must be logged tor auditing
purposes. Keys must be rotated every year.
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